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PowerPoint Intermediate to Advanced 

 

Duration 

1 day 

 

Course Description 

This course is aimed towards those who have gained knowledge of building basic PowerPoint 

presentations who would like to explore PowerPoint in more depth.   

The course explores building and editing slides of text, graphics, charts and diagrams. It also 

looks at creating and editing slide designs/themes using masters, and a thorough exploration 

of slide show features and animations. 

 

Candidate Level

Candidates should have previous use of PowerPoint and be able to open, close and save 

presentations, add text and pictures and be able to print handouts, notes pages and slides.  

 
 

Course Content* 

 

Working with Text Slides 

Enter text and bullets 

Change bullets & order of bullets 

Write text in columns 

Change line spacing  

Presentation Graphics and Videos 

Insert and format pictures, compress pictures 

Insert and manipulate video files (resize, 

frame, edit playback, animation triggers) 

Align and Group objects 

Insert, edit and modify SmartArt graphics 

Slide, Text and Object Animation 

Apply slide transitions and alter the speed 

The animation pane 

Animate text. objects, charts and SmartArt 

Effect options  

Multiple animations on an object  

   (e.g. entrance, emphasis and exit effects) 

Change animation order and duration 

 

Timings:   9:30 am to 3:30 pm  

  or 9:00am to 3:00 pm 

 
Charts 

Create, edit and format charts in PowerPoint 

Insert a chart from Excel  

Headers and Footers 

Insert slide footer, numbering and date 

Header, footer and numbering on printouts 

Masters and Templates/Themes 

Editing slide master and colour themes 

Creating your own master slide 

Save slide templates and themes 

Edit the handout and notes masters 

Features to Enhance Running a Show 

Action buttons 

Custom Shows and Setup Show 

Presenting a show 

Rehearse show (time permitting) 

Record narration (time permitting) 

Other Useful Features 

Reuse slides from other presentations 

Save presentation as a video 

Broadcast a show 

 

* The outline provides guidance on the topics to be covered on the course.  Course content may vary according to the 

requirements and abilities of the members of the group. 
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